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Abstract

Human rights have become highly discussed topic and one of the dominant themes in the
museum field. The main reason that the idea of social inclusion is popular is that society
constructs a sense of reliability and creativity, and hence becomes an important power element in
politics. Therefore, social issues can be discussed, constructed and politicized in museums. More
specifically, this research will compare and analyze three case studies – Canadian Museum of
Human Rights in Winnipeg, Canada, Civil and Human Rights Center, Atlanta, USA and
GULAG, Perm - 36, Kuchino, Russia). While these three museums are treated as important
cultural and tourist destinations and participate in difficult history memorialization and raising
awareness, they also raise ethical concerns on the matter of social inclusion. Therefore, based on
these three case studies the paper will argue that these national human rights museums might be
putting the focus on economic change rather than on providing an opportunity for social growth.
Thus, I will present my outside perspective on the challenges and controversies of applying the
idea of social inclusion. I will analyze each museum’s commitment to social inclusion by
investigating architecture, mission and vision, governance and funding, programming/exhibitions
and mass media reviews. This methodology is based primarily on published and peer reviewed
research papers, journals, articles, books and websites. I believe that this study may facilitate an
understanding of museum engagement with social issues and a responsible inclusion of human
rights idea on local, national and international levels. Also, I hope to identify new approaches to
communicating social issues, specifically within human rights museum that are funded by the
government and to see how museums can give more opportunities for communities to develop
critical citizenship skills.
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1. Introduction

Today, in the era of global transformations and development one can see a radical change in the
vision and work of cultural institution. Museums are now starting to question their social mission
by acting as agents of social progress and becoming a place where diverse communities can
represent and talk about their rights. According to a museum scholar Richard Sandell, “Human
rights museums, particularly are designed for engaging visitors in the conversation around social
inclusion issues (indigenous and minority ethnic community, women rights, disabled and sexual
minorities).”1 The concept of human rights museums initially began with and focused on
representing ideas and activities rather than collections and objects. The idea of human rights
was initially formed by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This document states that
“Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights
of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better standards of life
in larger freedom.”2 As International Committee on Management’s 2009 Declaration of Museum
Responsibility to Promote Human Rights proclaimed that the “responsibility of museums is to be
active in promoting diversity and human rights.”3 Based on these principles, human rights
museums are created to reveal contemporary ideas and issues, to exhibit aspiration, to give
visible evidence of difficult history, to criticize it, as well as to raise awareness and to educate.
The increased interest and emphasis on social inclusion makes museum an ideal space for
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activism that empowers communities to engage in human rights issues, as well as to serve as an
engine for attracting tourism and revenue. As Richard Sandell recognizes “Human Rights is
increasingly recognized, and has become one of the most globalized political values of our
time.”4 This new position that museums are taking raises a number of controversial issues and
questions that serve as a basis for this research paper analysis. Some of these issues include: why
museums should now display and educate about social issues of the past and present, and why it
is such a highly discussed topic and concern for the government, how human rights museums
promote, criticize and discuss human rights issues freely while at the same time have state
support, is it another form of invisible power that sits inevitably within the walls of museum and
produces ideologies that do not agree with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Therefore, this research paper will look at the concept of human rights idea application in three
large state-funded museums located in the United States, Canada and Russia. While researching
the topic, I noticed that it is a relatively new debate: “there is little known about the social and
political effects and consequences of museums increasing engagement with human rights, and it
is an under-researched area.”5 Therefore, this research paper will analyze the application and
construction of social inclusion from the perspective of the study of discourses of universality of
human rights and moral authorship. The paper will look at these discourses in order to see how
human rights issues are defined and represented in the national human rights museums and what
controversies they raise. Firstly, the paper will provide a socio-historic context of the human
rights museums and challenges they face in the 21st century. Secondly, it will analyze cases of
three major institutions that promote contemporary social issues on local and international levels:
Canadian Museum for Human Rights, National Center for Civil and Human Rights, USA, and
4
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Gulag Perm-36 museum of Russia. This research will illustrate how these museums are missiondriven and what controversies they raise on local, national and international levels by comparing
their architecture, missions and visions, governance and funding, and exhibitions, as well as
analyze the audience/mass media reactions. This research paper hopes to raise awareness in
understanding human rights museums as a space for improving the moral health and character of
a community, but not making it as a tool for constructing political ideologies.

2. Socio-historic context and current role of human rights museums in the 21st
century.
Throughout ages museums’ visions and missions have been evolving. Some of the first museums
represented an idealized, world of curiosities and meant to entertain elites and bourgeoisie that
were collecting precious objects. The main goal was to establish the museum for handling
colonial heritage. These museums were available for a limited number of people. In the late 19th
century, during the age of industrialization and revolutions museums started to change their
vision towards serving a wider audience. However, their community outreach potential was still
largely unrealized. Today, we can see another process of museum reformation, whereby
museums are thought of as socially inclusive institutions. This new role proves to be challenging
as it requires representation of public interests, and political issues which often entail conflicts
and tensions with state institutions and other funding organizations. Also, as Richard Sandell
mentions it leads to another moral and ethical challenge in discussing political and social
consequences, and the responsibilities of museums to be engaged with human rights issues on
local, national and international levels. In the last two decades museums all over the world have
experienced significant cuts of state funding which pushes them to look for creative and ethically
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appropriate solutions to raise money. This leads museums to their major challenge: to find a
balance between financial independence and sustainability and freedom of critique and choice of
programs.
There are two major roles of museums that are widely discussed in the literature of the
20th and 21st century. The first role is a museum as a “landmark” whereby they construct an
ideology for a community or a nation within socio-political and economic contexts.6 Museums
take part in ‘history writing’, which means “the construction of their own nation's history, which
can be used as legitimization by the leadership of a nation-state.”7 Most of the time these kinds
of museums are used as a tool for representing political interests. According to Duncan’s wellknown article Museum as a Temple or the Forum “…museums have always featured displays of
power: great man, great wealth great deeds. Places for cultural struggle and controversy and
claims of superiority.”8 In the meantime, other museums are used as engines for economic
growth and change: “museums are changing dramatically according to new demands such as
competitiveness, visitors, management and fundraising. These new demands make museums
“mass-entertainment machines.”9 Most museums face what Cameron Duncan identifies as an
“identity crises.”10 As a result, museums change, mix and disorient their mission and vision and
start becoming either like department stores, or as part of a large theme of nationalization.
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Conversely, the second role museums play is called a ‘place maker’. 11 They are museums that
talk about contemporary social issues that relate to their location and context. Museums broaden
their role towards agents of progressive social change and places where social issues are
discussed. Talking about this role Richard Sandell looks for ‘activist practices’ where he finds
“cultural representations are constitutive as well as reflective of ways of seeing, thinking and
talking about social issues”.12 This new position of the museum puts it into trouble and
controversy, especially when they talk about difficult and uncomfortable topics for the state. In
this scenario national human rights museums have to struggle or balance between two
challenges. The first is a problem of freedom to represent public interests while depending on
state funding. The second is the need to balance state interests and public trust as people trust and
accept museums’ visions and missions without questioning them because of museums’ moral
authority and affiliation with power institutes. In order to test this hypothesis, challenges and
controversies of museum as a ‘landmark’ or ‘place-maker’ I studied three national human rights
museums: Canadian Museum for Human Rights, Winnipeg, Canada; National Center for Civil
and Human Rights, Atlanta, GA, USA; and Gulag Perm-36 Russia.

2.1.1 Canadian Museum for Human Rights, Winnipeg, Canada
The Canadian Museum for Human Rights (CMHR) was opened in the Fall of 2014. Its founder
is Israel Asper: a Winnipeg businessman and philanthropist who received support from
individuals, unions, nonprofit organizations, and central Canadian and local Manitoban
governments. His primary goal in opening the CMHR was “to have a museum that will serve as
11
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an approval for the absence of national holocaust memorial, connection with the wider world
problem of the holocaust revealing the examples of the Holocaust for Canada.”13 Today, the
CMHR statutory mandate states that “the museum will enhance the public understanding of
human rights, promote respect for others, and encourage reflection and dialogue”

14
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broadens the human rights idea and makes it their core institutional mission. Professor of the
University of Manitoba Umut Orzu commented on the mission of the CMHR: “While CMHR
goal is to facilitate conversations about human rights, opportunities for visitors to develop critical
citizenship skills, the museum is a state-run institution that serves moral and nationalistic
purposes too.”15
Another controversy is the museum building that is the “first object or element that the
visitor sees; the first vital element of story narration”,16and also its most permanent exhibit.
Therefore, the story that CMHR building reflects is the idea of connection to the Earth
suggesting that all human beings are children of the Earth. 1200 glazed panels appear as “a dove,
a symbol of peace embracing the museum.”17 The construction project for the CMHR raised a lot
of controversies: the cost of construction (more than $300 million), exhibition content,
interference of the board of trustees and the government. These concerns are discussed by the
13
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professor of the University of Manitoba Umut Orzu: “Its detractors have raised concerns about
curatorial content and argued that it is a significant waste of resources, particularly as there is
little evidence that the museum will contribute meaningfully to the local and provincial
economy.”18 A very prominent of the building is the Tower of Hope that symbolizes a bright and
high future, yet appearing as a prison tower or a symbol of controlling people and showing its
supremacy.19 The Walrus, a Canadian magazine in one of its articles calls the CMHR’s building
as “Faulty Tower, a Tourist Trap, Failed Memorial and White Elephant [and] our newest arena
of noisy ethno-political sniping.”20 “The location of the CMHR is purposefully chosen and it is
built at the edge of the Winnipeg downtown, between two rivers which was the meeting site of
indigenous people. It seemed a perfect place for the state to build it there but it raised public
concerns because the place was an archaeologically significant site. During the construction of
the building there were found 600,000 artifacts.”21 Due to the construction plan research and
excavation was not fully performed. One of the archeologists commented: “the worst case of
legal destruction of the rich heritage that I have had the misfortune to witness22 Winnipeg is not
very well-known and visited place. No more than a few kilometers from the Canadian Museum
for Human Rights lay Winnipeg’s North End. “Well-known for its transgenerational poverty and
chronic underinvestment, the area with the highest child poverty rate in Canada, and the area that
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has long been regarded as one of the most destitute in any major Canadian city. 23 Another issue
brought up by the author of the article Nancy Macdonald, titled “Welcome to Winnipeg: Where
Canada’s racism problem is at its Worst”24 notes that Manitoba is considered as home to
Canada’s largest urban indigenous population and second in North America after Anchorage (by
proportion).25 The Guardian website states: “Much of the city’s aboriginal community, however,
remains underemployed, undereducated and relegated to relatively impoverished neighborhoods
in Winnipeg’s inner city and North End. Two of the three poorest postal codes in Canada are in
Winnipeg. Both are predominantly indigenous neighborhoods.”26 Despite all these discomforting
data, the Manitoban government is pursuing an image of success nationally and internationally
by building the CMHR that symbolizes a bridge across the nation.
The idea of bridging is also played out in 11 CMHR exhibition halls that are linked with
a serpentine walkway guiding the audience throughout the museum. The CMHR website
describes it as “ramps of glowing alabaster criss-cross galleries designed to challenge motivate
and uplift and the human rights journey will walk the visitor from darkness to light.”27 The
design and content was developed by the Content Advisory Committee (CAC) which play an
important role in conducting research on what should be discussed. Also, CAC conducted
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interviews with different people, and “identified the richness of human rights issues across
Canada”.28

2.1.2 National Center for Civil and Human Rights, Atlanta, GA, USA

The new museum building that was opened in June 2014 is located not far from the birthplace of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr and among several attraction sites, such as World of Coca-Cola
museum, Georgia Aquarium and near Centennial Olympic Park in downtown Atlanta. It was
conceived by the civil rights legends Evelyn Lowery and former United Nations Ambassador
Andrew Young who worked on museum project for more than 10 years and was launched by the
former Mayor Shirley Franklin.29 The Atlanta journal states that “The city was already home to
memorials and historic sites honoring Atlanta native Martin Luther King, Jr (APEX African
American Panoramic Experience Museum), but they intended this space to go beyond the King’s
legacy, or even civil rights history.30 The CCHR project totaled $82 million for 35,000 squarefeet that was funded evenly between the private and state funds. The concept of the museum was
developed in an international design competition won by Philip Freelon who proposed an idea of
uniting all the people around a common goal that can be achieved through collaboration. The
building structure is curved and wrapped in glass-panels. The exhibition hall of the first floor
titled “Rolls Down Like Water: The American Civil Rights Movement” was created by a
renowned playwright and theater director George C. Wolfe together with Rockwell Group design
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exhibit company.31 One of the remarkable exhibits is interactive mockup lunch counter that
reconstructs an experience of discrimination in 1950s. The second exhibition hall title is Spark of
Conviction: The Global Human Rights Movement based on the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The third exhibition hall is called “Voice to the Voiceless” displaying Martin Luther
King’s papers and documents emulating an atmosphere of a prayer room. All exhibition halls
visualize and organize stories of real individuals inspiring personal connection and engagement
among the visitors. However, all three exhibition halls are not equally impactful and informative.
The museum’s mission and vision as stated in the website “is to empower people to take the
protection of every human's rights personally. Through sharing stories of courage and struggle
around the world. The Center encourages visitors to gain a deeper understanding of the role they
play in helping to protect the rights of all people.”32 The center also claims a role in
strengthening human rights movement around the world. The museum’s programs are designed
to respond to a wider audience but they are under-promoted as there is very little information
about them on the museum’s website. Instead, the museum provides tourists with a list of places
to see and even a list of hotels to stay. Most web pages characterize the CCHR as a source for
boosting tourism, and serve as a forum for discussing contemporary issues. “As the new Center
for Civil and Human Rights prepares for its unveiling on June 23, it is already being woven into
the business fabric of Atlanta.”33 The Economist provides further critique of the museum: “The
vitality of the new centre should make it an asset to Atlanta. To thrive institutions can no longer
merely proffer facts to their visitors—Wikipedia can do that both more quickly and cheaply—but
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must also offer relevant experiences, as the centre's exhibits do. But the site needs to attract
visitors for their own sake, rather than just drawing company delegates who desire to be seen
holding meetings in its many events spaces (Coca Cola and CNN are sniffing around). Its
displays must remain meaningful, and its technology up-to-date, so that it does not merely
varnish the efforts of the activists it celebrates.”34

2.1.3 GULAG Museum at Perm - 36, Kuchino, Russia

The Gulag is an abbreviation for Glavnoe Upravlenie Ispravitelno-Trudovikh Lagerei (in English
Chief Administration of Corrective Labor Camps. There was a chain of thousands of corrective
labor camps around the USSR. Most of the camps were destroyed or deteriorated after closing
down in post-Stalinist period. These camps served as temporary low-quality structures for
prisoners to stay for seasonal work (road construction or lumbering in eastern and northern parts
of Russia). It was only after the USSR collapse in 1991 when it was possible to preserve the site
in the northern Ural Mountains Perm-36 (800 miles east of Moscow). Some of the acclaimed
Russian writers, such as Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Varlam Shalamov and Yevgeniy Ginzburg
were victims of these camps. These authors were forbidden in the USSR and were uncensored
only short after the end of the Soviet Union. There are not many sources that discuss the Gulag
in Russian history textbooks. GULAG Perm-36 survived thanks to the Russian human rights
organization Memorial that worked hard to reopen its doors as a museum, a place for education
and research on political repression in 1994. There are two separate sections in the site: the
Maximum Security Camp and Strict Regiment Camp and other camp structures such as a watch
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tower, barracks and a mess. The museum governance is structured unusually: the site itself is a
state property and exhibitions, archives, excursions and other programs are managed and owned
by the non-governmental organization Memorial. The Memorial initiated a human rights center
that aimed to research and to expose human rights abuses, to educate future generation, and to
create connections between the public and the government. Since 2005 the museum has been
organizing annual international scientific conferences on the topics of totalitarian history that
offered a discussion platform for human rights activists and historians. There were other public
outreach programs funded by the Ford Foundation.35 Until recently, the museum was regarded as
a ‘museum of tragedy’, a ‘territory of freedom’, but recently due to state funding cuts, raising
pressure and interest in the site, Perm-36 had to close its doors in April 2014.36 In addition Perm36 was blamed and labeled as “foreign agent” by the Russian Ministry of Justice, stating that the
center “is undermining the constitutional order of the Russian Federation [and works towards] “a
change of political regime in the country”37 through its activities. This position of the Russian
authorities echoes back to the Stalinist regime when this kind of “anti-government” organizations
would be deemed as foreign agents, spies or even betrayers of the country. After the closure of
the site the Memorial had to discontinue its cooperation with the museum. The scientifically
developed archives and materials were confiscated. Now, fully state-run GULAG Perm-36
reopened its door, but with a different perspective: large-scale exhibitions about the history of
political repression, a large section on the Romanov dynasty and a large library. As the new
director of the museum said, “This museum is to tell what happened in the past, not to frighten
35
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people and not to tell about death.”38. As a part of the institutional transformation this site was
included in the UNESCO World Heritage Site list. As a result one can observe how significantly
this museum changed its vision and representation of human rights issues. Before, this museum
displayed stories about repressions, the tragedy of millions of people who went through political
repressions of Gulag. Today, the museum barely mentions what used to be the core of its
content. A recent program on Radio Liberty asked the leaders of the Memorial about a new role,
mission and vision of Perm-36. One of the interviewees shared that “the new presentation is
devoted not to the repressive forced-labor practices of the Stalin era, but to timber production at
the camp and its contribution to the Soviet victory in World War II.”39 Radio Liberty, also,
reported that this new vision and leadership made them remove words “Stalin”, “dissident” or
“gulag” from promotional and published materials.40 Hence, the new mission of the museum is
to talk about history neutrally. The head of the Sakharov Center, a Moscow-based human rights
organization, Sergei Lukashevsky emphasizes that “There is a general tendency to show Soviet
history as a series of victories with some tragic episodes. He calls the new vision of the museum
as a “treacherous paragraph of such a history.”

41
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system and interpreting it as an ‘industrial progress and victory of WWII’ has been criticized by
another independent mass media observer who noted that some “Russian museums, such as
Moscow’s State Gulag Museum and Tomsk’s interactive NKVD museum, exclusively
memorialize the Stalinist terror and the Great Purges. But Perm 36 is the only former labor camp
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that immortalizes the lives of political dissidents throughout the entire Soviet era.” 42 Now
GULAG Museum of Perm-36 has an image of an interesting and unusual site to visit - it offers a
‘two hour Communist Walking Tour’43 and it tells about the history that should be just learned
and not questioned.

3.1 Comparative case study analysis

National Museums for Human Rights originally were developed as spaces that stand for human
rights, and therefore are expected to serve the benefit of public. The Mission of three case studies
(CMHR, CCHR, and GULAG Perm-36) is to talk about human rights, to demonstrate their
morality and authority in advocating for human rights on global and local levels. The
dependency on state funding is another important factor in two of the cases (USA and Canada)
proved that state control and funding are interlinked and, in case of Russian museum Perm-36,
that museums as state-run organizations can easily become focal points for transmitting a state
ideology. Therefore, the study identified three modes of human rights representation within the
state-funded museums. The first mode is representing human rights issues as a mean to generate
visitorship and economic impact for cities. Sociologists of the urban political economy Harvey
Molotch and John Logan argue, “many new (civil rights movements) museums mash the
entrepreneurial motives of the urban growth machine.”44 The study of the three museums have
indicated that specifically CMHR and CCHR were built in the central parts of the cities, involved
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major investments from private and state funds in order to create an attraction instead of
supporting existing museums that already talk about human rights. In the contrary, the third casestudy invested considerable funds in reshaping the content/history and maintaining the historical
appearance of the site. A logical question that comes to mind is whether such investments are
more important than child poverty in Winnipeg and high crime rates in Atlanta. One can argue
that these museums use the image of socially inclusive institutions while predominantly serving
as tourist destinations generating economic growth. As proposed by Robyn Autry who studied
African American museums in the US from the perspective of political economy, African
American heritage is “an engine for economic development, as potential source of culture ledurban regeneration. Hence, politics, government officials most of the museums with new mission
(social, civil right) serve as another source for tourist development.”45 Yet one can argue that in
response to limited financial support from the state museums have to come up with creative ideas
in bringing in wider audiences through advanced technology, programs, and social inclusion and
justice. Richard Sandell observed that “in most countries where museums cater primarily for a
tourist market - where the desire for tourist income can take precedence over a commitment to
social justice.”46
The second mode of using the human rights theme is history interpretation and nation-building.
Here Anja Luepken concludes that “Museums are a mean of identity construction for states and
social groups, even if society change, this function remains.”47 National museums were
established to create cultural identities through visible traditions and material cultural heritage
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that contributes to the representation and construction of identity, and to strengthen citizen
identification through displays of power in objects and buildings as a symbolic competition with
other nations.48 Autry Robyn analyzed ‘identity - driven’ African American US museums that
struggle with the notion of true African American history representation, where she states that
“Some black museums reveal and depict ugliest chapters of American history, when other most
“mainstream” museums are translating the black history to make or construct a celebrated past to
anchor black identity, framed within a narrative of progress that resonates with more
conventional representation of American social values and mores, thus do not show real story of
blacks as “victims of history” forever oppressed and whites as the racist perpetrators of
violence.”49 The case of the CCHR identifies itself mainly as a “mainstream” museum, where
exhibitions talk about African American racist past, but not fully gets into details and leaves
more questions than answers. Above all, the civil rights movement of Native Americans that
started in 1960 is not represented in the CCHR even though the center takes a responsibility of
advocating for worldwide human and civil rights issues. In one of the interviews with the curator
of National American Science Museum brings up an important perspective to the understanding
of museums that are state-funded and controlled: “It is difficult for any National Museum in any
country to do things that politicians or the public dislike.”50 The study of the CMHR exhibitions
and mass media reaction revealed the fact that there is also an issue of incorporating the diversity
of human rights and there is a lack of coverage of rights of Quebec and indigenous people of
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Canada. The challenge to “represent historical and ongoing human rights violations against
indigenous people - decolonizing its own practices” is ongoing. 51
GULAG Perm-36 as a museum that struggled with independence gives clear evidences
on how Russian government makes its history interpretation and propaganda as a tool for nationbuilding. The Soviet authorities used narratives of national unity and social homogeneity in a
way that the British museum presents the British people as a noble people. Today’s Russia seems
to have inherited a totalitarian political culture and represses any form of otherness, difficult and
shameful episodes of history. Such museums as State Gulag Museum and Perm-36 seem neutral
places for memorizing the past, but this short research shows that it is carefully and purposefully
constructed; objects and buildings reflect certain interpretations of people’s memory.

3.2 Conclusion
The analysis of the three national human rights museums helped to form a framework on what
constitutes strong socially inclusive practice within the 21st century. Richard Sandell concludes
on the matter of social inclusion “The notion of museum being active in seeking to fulfill a social
justice agenda remains a radical one.”52 Where, also Autry Robin mentions “Staff decisions over
the depiction of painful histories are shaped not only by struggles over the truth, but also by more
prosaic issue of funding, attendance and institutional capacity-building.53 Recognition of
museum’s moral and ethical responsibilities was important because the cases revealed how these
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museums are affecting the present and future understandings, and how these museums educate
and change citizens and the state. At this point I would like to raise questions for further
investigation: How we can bring human rights issues into action for the community first; how to
correct imbalances when we tell the stories of minorities or difficult stories, and how museums
can reshape the state’s vision. Although these questions seem trivial, they are in fact crucial in
terms of today’s concerns over museum's social mission, and absence of faith and unity within
the community. At this initial, infant state of human rights museums I would consider the
following four suggestions. The first is that difficult past should be properly remembered and
represented so these past examples would be learned and serve as a bridge to group
consciousness and change of stereotypes. Secondly, for museum in order to be involved in a
meaningful way in human rights movement, a museum should be able to critique governments
with no fear of threat on financial or political levels. The third important thing for human rights
museums is to be always critical about its mission and its activities. The research about museum
self-evaluation by Jennifer Orange and Jennifer Carter concludes that “The self-evaluation is
critical if we are to actualize human rights in a progressive and meaningful way, constant
reevaluation of how engagement within the field occurs, what interpretation of rights is
supported and how those rights are going to be advanced is important.”54 The notion of selfevaluation leads to the fourth suggestion: education as a crucial aspect of human rights museum
that develops critical citizen skills and responsibility, and mobilizes community to take action.
Education is a way to becoming more socially active and actually bring positive change through
thinking, noticing, understanding, uniting, and engaging others. This museum skill should play a
vital role in the activities of ‘truth’ representation and uncovering social abuses. Museums
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already demonstrate soft power - their ability to unite, engage and educate others about human
rights and becoming socially active and responsible citizens. Therefore, museums have better
chances in solving current and future social issues by educating its audiences with greater
responsibility.
It is important to criticize the way museums are interpreting human rights issues that
affects legal and public understanding of human rights. Therefore it is very important not just to
show a history of the past and present, but mainly to engage in educating about rights. Geral
Pilley, vice-chancellor and rector of Liverpool Hope University said that “university and
museums should be the critics and the conscience of society with the goal of humanizing society
as their fundamental task.”55
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